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J=	 SUPPRESSIONIN AN EQUILIBRIUM HADRON GAS� ��Dariusz ProrokInstitute of Theoretial Physis, University of WroªawPl. Maksa Borna 9, 50-204 Wroªaw, Poland(Reeived Marh 28, 2002)A model for J=	 suppression at a high energy heavy ion ollision is pre-sented. The main (and the only) reason for the suppression is J=	 inelastisattering within hadron matter. The hadron matter is in the form of anevolving multi-omponent point-like non-interating gas. The estimationsof the sound veloity in the gas and the approximate pattern of oolingaused by the longitudinal expansion are also presented. It is shown thatunder suh irumstanes and with J=	 disintegration in nulear matteradded, J=	 suppression evaluated agrees well with NA38 and NA50 data.Additionally, some rough estimations of J=	 suppression in hadron matterdesribed in the framework of the exluded volume gas model are given.PACS numbers: 14.40.Lb, 24.10.Pa, 25.75.�q1. IntrodutionThe existene of the so-alled Quark�Gluon Plasma (QGP) has been theone of the most intriguing questions of high energy physis for almost twopast deades. This novel state of matter has been predited upon lattieQCD alulations (for a review see [2℄ and referenes therein) and the riti-al temperature T for the ordinary hadron matter � QGP phase transitionhas been estimated in the range of 150�270 MeV (this orresponds to thebroad range of the ritial energy density " ' 0:26�5.5 GeV/fm3). SineNA50 Collaboration estimates for the energy density obtained in the CentralRapidity Region (CRR) give the value of 3.5 GeV/fm3 for the most entralPb�Pb data point [3℄, it is argued that the region of the existene of the QGPhas been reahed in Pb�Pb ollisions at CERN SPS. The main argument for� Presented at the Craow Epiphany Conferene on Quarks and Gluons in ExtremeConditions, Craow, Poland, January 3�6, 2002.�� Talk based on the work done in ollaboration with L. Turko [1℄.(1583)



1584 D. Prorokthe QGP reation during Pb�Pb ollisions at the CERN SPS is the observa-tion of the suppression of J=	 relative yield. J=	 suppression as a signal forthe QGP formation was originally proposed by Matsui and Satz [4℄. The luepoint of the NA50 Collaboration paper [3℄ is the �gure (denoted as Fig. 6there), where experimental data for Pb�Pb ollision values of B���J= =�DY(the ratio of the J=	 to the Drell�Yan prodution ross-setion times thebranhing ratio of the J=	 into a muon pair) are presented together withsome onventional preditions. Here, �onventional� means that J=	 sup-pression is due to J=	 absorption in ordinary hadron matter. Sine all thoseonventional urves saturate at high transverse energy ET, but the experi-mental data fall from ET ' 90 GeV muh lower and this behavior ould bereprodued on the base of J=	 disintegration in QGP [5℄, it is argued thatQGP had to appear during most entral Pb�Pb ollisions. In general, theimmediate reservation about suh reasoning is that besides those alreadyknown (see e.g. [6�10℄ and referenes [12�15℄ in [3℄), there ould be a hugenumber of di�erent onventional models, so until this subjet is leared upompletely, it is not legitimate to rule out the absorption piture of J=	suppression.In the following talk, the more systemati and general desription of J=	absorption in the framework of statistial analysis will be presented. Themain features of the model are [1℄:1. A multi-omponent non-interating hadron gas appears in the CRRinstead of the QGP.2. The gas expands longitudinally and transversely.3. J=	 suppression is the result of inelasti sattering on onstituents ofthe gas and on nuleons of olliding ions.2. The timetable of events in the CRRFor a given A�B ollision t = 0 is �xed at the moment of the maximaloverlap of the nulei (for more details see e.g. [9℄). As nulei pass eah otherharmonium states are produed as the result of gluon fusion. After half ofthe time the nulei need to ross eah other (t � 0.5 fm), matter appears inthe CRR. It is assumed that the matter thermalizes almost immediately andthe moment of thermalization, t0, is estimated at about 1 fm [9, 11℄. Thenthe matter begins its expansion and ooling and after reahing the freeze-out temperature, Tf:o:, it eases as a thermodynamial system. The momentwhen the temperature has dereased to Tf:o: is denoted as tf:o:. Sine thematter under onsideration is the hadron gas, no phase transition takes plaeduring ooling here.



J=	 Suppression in an Equilibrium Hadron Gas 1585For the desription of the evolution of the matter, relativisti hydrody-nami is explored. The longitudinal omponent of the solution of hydrody-nami equations (the exat analyti solution for an (1+1)-dimensional ase)reads (for details see e.g. [11, 12℄)s(�) = s0�0� ; nB(�) = n0B�0� ; vz = zt ; (1)where � = pt2 � z2 is a loal proper time, vz is the z-omponent of �uidveloity (z is a ollision axis) and s0 and n0B are initial densities of the entropyand the baryon number, respetively. For nB = 0 and the uniform initialtemperature distribution with the sharp edge at the border established bynulei radii, the full solution of (3+1)-dimensional hydrodynami equationsis known [13℄. The evolution derived is the deomposition of the longitudinalexpansion inside a slie bordered by the front of the rarefation wave and thetransverse expansion whih is superimposed outside of the wave. Beausesmall but nevertheless non-zero baryon number densities are onsidered here,the above mentioned desription of the evolution has to be treated as anassumption in the presented model. The rarefation wave moves radiallyinward with a sound veloity s (see Se. 4).3. The multi-omponent hadron gasFor an ideal hadron gas in thermal and hemial equilibrium, whihonsists of l speies of partiles (here, mesons are up to K�2 and baryons upto 
�), energy density ", baryon number density nB, strangeness densitynS and entropy density s read (~ =  = 1 always)" = 12�2 lXi=1(2si + 1) 1Z0 dp p2EiexpnEi��iT o+ gi ; (2a)nB = 12�2 lXi=1(2si + 1) 1Z0 dp p2BiexpnEi��iT o+ gi ; (2b)nS = 12�2 lXi=1(2si + 1) 1Z0 dp p2SiexpnEi��iT o+ gi ; (2)s = 16�2T 2 lXi=1(2si + 1) 1Z0 dp p4Ei (Ei � �i) expnEi��iT o�expnEi��iT o+ gi�2 ; (2d)



1586 D. Prorokwhere Ei = (m2i + p2)1=2 and mi, Bi, Si, �i, si and gi are the mass,baryon number, strangeness, hemial potential, spin and a statistial fa-tor of speie i, respetively (an antipartile is treated as a di�erent speie).And �i = Bi�B + Si�S, where �B and �S are overall baryon number andstrangeness hemial potentials, respetively.To obtain the time dependene of temperature and baryon number andstrangeness hemial potentials one has to solve numerially equations(2b)�(2d) with s, nB and nS given as time dependent quantities. For s(�)and nB(�) expressions (1) are taken and nS = 0 sine the overall strangenessequals zero during all the evolution (see Se. 5).4. The sound veloity in the multi-omponent hadron gasIn the hadron gas the sound veloity squared is given by the standardexpression 2s = �P�" : (3)Sine the experimental data for heavy-ion ollisions suggests that the baryonnumber density is non-zero in the CRR at AGS and SPS energies [14�16℄,we alulate the above derivative for various values of nB [17, 18℄.To estimate initial baryon number density n0B we an use experimentalresults for S�S [14℄ or Au�Au [15, 16℄ ollisions. In the �rst approximationwe an assume that the baryon multipliity per unit rapidity in the CRR isproportional to the number of partiipating nuleons. For a sulphur�sulphurollision we have dNB=dy �= 6 [14℄ and 64 partiipating nuleons. For theentral ollision of lead nulei we an estimate the number of partiipatingnuleons at 2A = 416, so we have dNB=dy �= 39. Having taken the initialvolume in the CRR equal to �R2A�1 fm, we arrive at n0B �= 0:25 fm�3. This issome underestimation beause the S�S ollisions were at a beam energyof 200 GeV/nuleon, but Pb�Pb at 158 GeV/nuleon. From the Au�Audata extrapolation one an estimate n0B �= 0:65 fm�3 [15℄. These valuesare for entral ollisions. So, we estimate (3) for nB = 0:25; 0:65 fm�3and additionally, to investigate the dependene on nB muh arefully, fornB = 0:05 fm�3. The results of numerial evaluations of (3) are presentedin Fig. 1. For omparison, we drew also two additional urves: for nB = 0and for a pure massive pion gas. These urves are taken from [17℄.The �physial region� lies between more or less 100 and 200 MeV on thetemperature axis. This is beause the ritial temperature for the possibleQGP-hadroni matter transition is of the order of 200 MeV [2℄ and the freeze-out temperature should not be lower than 100 MeV [15℄. In low temperatureswe an see ompletely di�erent behaviors of ases with nB = 0 and nB 6= 0.



J=	 Suppression in an Equilibrium Hadron Gas 1587

Fig. 1. Dependene of the sound veloity squared on temperature for various valuesof nB : nB = 0:65 fm�3 (short-dashed), nB = 0:25 fm�3 (dashed), nB = 0:05 fm�3(solid) and nB = 0 (long-dashed). The ase of the pure pion gas (extra-long-dashed)is also presented.We think that this is aused by the fat that for nB 6= 0 the gas densityannot reah zero when T ! 0, whereas for nB = 0 it an. For the highertemperatures all urves exluding the pion ase behave in the same wayqualitatively. From T � 70 MeV they derease to their minima (for nB =0:65 fm�3 at T �= 219:6 MeV, for nB = 0:25 fm�3 at T �= 202:5 MeV, fornB = 0:05 fm�3 at T �= 183:4 MeV and for nB = 0 at T �= 177:3 MeV) andthen they inrease to over eah other above T � 250 MeV.To ompare with the more realisti piture, we also alulated the soundveloity for the exluded volume multi-omponent hadron gas model (fordetails of the model see [19℄). The gas onsists of the same speies of partilesas in Se. 3. The radii of all partiles are assumed to be the same and equal to0.4 fm [20℄. The results are presented in Fig. 2. The most ruial new featureof the sound veloity is that it an be greater than 1 in some wide intervalsof temperature. This has already been notied [21℄, but for the ase withbaryon number and strangeness hemial potentials equal to zero. Note thatnow there is strong dependene of the sound veloity on the baryon numberdensity, only ases with nB = 0:0; 0:05 fm�3 have 2s values omparable withthe ase of the point-like gas in the �physial region� (f. Fig. 1 and Fig. 2).



1588 D. Prorok

Fig. 2. Dependene of the sound veloity squared on temperature for the exludedvolume hadron gas model for various values of nB : nB = 0:65 fm�3 (short-dashed),nB = 0:25 fm�3 (dashed), nB = 0:05 fm�3 (solid) and nB = 0 (long-dashed).5. The pattern of ooling and its onnetionwith the sound veloityIn Se. 3 we have explained how to obtain the time dependene of thetemperature of the longitudinally expanding hadron gas. This dependeneproved to be very well approximated by the expression [17, 18℄T (�) �= T0 ��a : (4)The above approximation is valid in the temperature ranges [Tf:o:; T0℄, whereTf:o: � 100 MeV, T0 � T0;max and T0;max � 230 MeV. We started from T0equal to 227.2 MeV (for n0B = 0:65 fm�3), 229.3 MeV (for n0B = 0:25 fm�3)and 229.7 MeV (for n0B = 0:05 fm�3). These values orrespond to "0 = 5:0GeV/fm3 (the initial energy density in the CRR has been estimated byNA50 [3℄ at "0 = 3:5 GeV/fm3). Then we took several dereasing valuesof T0 < T0;max. For every T0 hosen we repeat the proedure of obtainingthe approximation (4), i.e. the power a. The values of a as a funtion ofT0 are depited in Fig. 3 for the ase of nB = 0:25 fm�3, together with theorresponding sound veloity urve. We an see that in the above mentionedinterval of temperature the power a has the meaning of the sound veloitysquared within quite well auray. We would like to stress that we arrived atthe same onlusion also for ases with nB=0:65 fm�3 and nB=0:05 fm�3.
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Fig. 3. The power a (rosses) from the approximation (4) and the sound veloityurve for nB = 0:25 fm�3.We an formulate the following onlusion: in the �physial region� oftemperature and for realisti baryon number densities, the longitudinal ex-pansion given by (1) results in the ooling of the hadron gas desribed by(4) with a = 2s (T0), namely:T (�) �= T0 ��0� �2s (T0) (5)where T0 belongs to the �physial region�. Note that T (�) = T0 ��0� �2s is theexat expression for a baryon-less gas with the sound veloity onstant (fordetails see [12, 13℄). It should be stressed that 2s in (5) is onstant only forthe partiular ooling from a given T0. For di�erent T0 the value of 2s in (5)will hange appropriately, that is to the value of 2s in the hadron gas withthe temperature equal to this new T0. The approximation (5) will be usedto simplify evaluations of J=	 survival fators in the next setions.It should be added that for the exluded volume hadron gas model theabove mentioned onlusion is no longer valid. We did the appropriatesimulations, but approximations of T (�) by a power funtion were muhworse and values of the power obtained were a fator 2 lower than the squareof the veloity of sound.



1590 D. Prorok6. J=	 absorption in the expanding hadroni gasAs it has been already mentioned in Se. 2 harmonium states are pro-dued in the beginning of the ollision, when nulei overlap. For simpliity, itis assumed that the prodution of � states takes plae at t = 0. To desribeJ=	 absorption quantitatively, the idea of [9℄ is generalized to the ase ofthe multi-omponent massive gas, here. Sine in the CRR longitudinal mo-menta of partiles are muh lower than transverse ones (in the .m.s. frameof nulei), J=	 longitudinal momentum is put at zero. Additionally, onlythe plane z = 0 is under onsideration, here. For the simpliity of the model,it is assumed that all harmonium states are ompletely formed and an beabsorbed by the onstituents of a surrounding medium from the moment ofreation. The absorption is the result of a � state inelasti sattering onthe onstituents of the hadron gas through interations of the type�+ h �! D + �D +X; (6)where h denotes a hadron, D is a harm meson and X means a partilewhih is neessary to onserve the harge, baryon number or strangeness.Sine the most ruial for the problem of QGP existene are Pb�Pbollisions (see remarks in Se. 1), the further onsiderations are done for thisase. So, for the Pb�Pb ollision at impat parameter b, the situation in theplane z = 0 is presented in Fig. 4, where Se� means the area of the overlapof the olliding nulei.Additionally, it is assumed that the hadron gas, whih appears in thespae between the nulei after they have rossed eah other, also has theshape of Se� at t0 in the plane z = 0. Then, the transverse expansion startsin the form of the rarefation wave moving inward Se� at t0.

Fig. 4. View of a Pb�Pb ollision at impat parameter b in the transverse plane(z = 0). The region where the nulei overlap is hathed and denoted by Se� .



J=	 Suppression in an Equilibrium Hadron Gas 1591From the onsiderations based on the relativisti kineti equation (fordetails see [1,9℄), the survival fration of J=	 in the hadron gas as a funtionof the initial energy density "0 in the CRR is obtained:Nh:g:("0) = Z dpT g(pT; "0)� exp8<:� t�nalZt0 dt lXi=1 Z d3~q(2�)3 fi(~q; t)�ivrel;i p�q�iEE0i9=; ; (7)where the sum is over all taken speies of satters (hadrons), p� = (E; ~pT)and q�i = (E0i; ~q) are four momenta of J=	 and hadron speie i, respetively,�i states for the absorption ross-setion of J=	 � hi sattering, vrel;i is therelative veloity of hi hadron with respet to J=	 and M and mi denoteJ=	 and hi masses, respetively (M = 3097 MeV). The funtion g(pT; "0) isthe J=	 initial momentum distribution. It has a gaussian form and re�etsgluon multiple elasti satterings on nuleons before their fusion into a J=	in the �rst stage of the ollision [22�25℄. The upper limit of the integrationover time in (7), namely t�nal is the minimal value of htesi and tf:o:. Thequantity htesi is the average time of the esape of J=	 's from the hadronmedium for given values of b and J=	 veloity ~v = ~pT=E. Note that theaverage is taken with the weightpJ=	 (~r) = TA(~r)TB(~r �~b)TAB(b) ; (8)where TAB(b) = R d2~s TA(~s)TB(~s�~b), TA(~s) = R dz�A(~s; z) and �A(~s; z) isthe nulear matter density distribution. For the last quantity, the Woods�Saxon nulear matter density distribution with parameters from [26℄ is taken.In the integration over hadron momentum in (7) the threshold for the rea-tion (6) is inluded, i.e. �i equals zero for (p� + q�i )2 < (2mD +mX)2 and isonstant elsewhere (mD is a harm meson mass, mD = 1867 MeV). Also theusual Bose�Einstein or Fermi�Dira distribution for hadron speie i is usedin (7) fi(~q; t) = fi(q; t) = 2si + 1expnE0i��i(t)T (t) o+ gi : (9)For simpliity, we use (5) as the approximation to T (t) in (9) and �B(t) and�S(t) are solutions of only two equations (2b), (2) with T given by (5),nB(t) by (1) and nS(t) = 0.



1592 D. ProrokAs far as �i is onerned, there are no data for every partiular J=	�hisattering. Therefore, only two types of the ross-setion, the �rst, �b, forJ=	�baryon sattering and the seond, �m, for J=	�meson sattering areassumed, here. In the model presented �b is put at �J= N � J=	�nuleonabsorption ross-setion. And values of �J= N in the range of 3�5 mb aretaken from p�A data [27�29℄. The J=	�meson ross-setion �m is assumedto be 2/3 of �b, whih is due to the quark ounting.As it has been already suggested [27℄ also J=	 sattering in nulearmatter should be inluded in any J=	 absorption model. This ould bedone with the introdution of J=	 survival fator in nulear matter [29�32℄Nn:m:("0) �= exp ���J= N�0L	 ; (10)where �0 is the nulear matter density and L the mean path length of theJ=	 through the olliding nulei. The length L is expressed by the followingformula [32℄:�0L(b) = 12TAB Z d2~s TA(~s)TB(~s�~b)�A� 1A TA(~s) +B � 1B TB(~s�~b)� : (11)Sine J=	 absorptions: in nulear matter and in the hadron gas, areseparate in time, J=	 survival fator for a heavy-ion ollision with the initialenergy density "0, ould be de�ned asN ("0) = Nn:m:("0)Nh:g:("0) : (12)Note that sine right sides of (7) and (10) inlude parts whih depend onimpat parameter b and the left sides are funtions of "0 only, the expressiononverting the �rst quantity to the seond (or reverse) should be given. Thisis done with the use of the dependene of "0 on the transverse energy ETextrated from NA50 data [3℄ (for details see [1℄).To make the model as muh realisti as possible, one should keep inmind that only about 60% of J=	 's measured are diretly produed duringollision. The rest is the result of � (� 30%) and  0 (� 10%) deays [33℄.Therefore the realisti J=	 survival fator ould be expressed asN ("0) = 0:6NJ= ("0) + 0:3N�("0) + 0:1N 0("0) ; (13)where NJ= ("0), N�("0) and N 0("0) are given also by formulae (7), (10)and (12) but with g(pT; "0), �J= N andM hanged appropriately (for detailssee [1℄).To omplete, also values of ross-setions for ��baryon and  0�baryonsatterings are needed. For simpliity, it is assumed that both these ross-setions are equal to J=	�baryon one. Sine J=	 is smaller than � or  0, thismeans that J=	 suppression evaluated aording to (13) is underestimatedhere.



J=	 Suppression in an Equilibrium Hadron Gas 15937. ResultsNow we an omplete alulations of formula (7) for values of n0B givenin Se. 4. The last parameter of the model is the freeze-out temperature.Two values Tf:o: = 100; 140 MeV are taken here and they agree well withestimates based on hadron yields [15℄.Firstly, formula (13) with the use of (7) only instead of (12) is alulatedfor the ase of (1+1)-dimensional expansion and results are presented inFigs. 5, 6.

Fig. 5. J=	 suppression in the longitudinally expanding hadron gas for n0B =0:25fm�3 and Tf:o:=140 MeV: (a) �b=3 mb, �m=2 mb; (b) �b=4 mb, �m=2:66mb;() �b = 5 mb, �m = 3:33 mb; (d) �b = 6 mb, �m = 4 mb. The blak squaresorrespond to the NA38 S-U data [34℄, the blak triangles orrespond to the 1996NA50 Pb-Pb data, the white squares to the 1996 analysis with minimum bias andthe blak points to the 1998 analysis with minimum bias [3℄.For omparison, also the experimental data are shown in Figs. 5, 6. Theexperimental survival fator is de�ned asNexp = B���ABJ= �ABDYB���ppJ= �ppDY ; (14)



1594 D. Prorokwhere B���AB(pp)J= =�AB(pp)DY is the ratio of the J=	 to the Drell�Yan produ-tion ross-setion in A�B (p�p) interations times the branhing ratio of theJ=	 into a muon pair. The values of the ratio for p�p, S�U and Pb�Pb aretaken from [3,34,35℄. The results of numerial evaluations of (13) agree wellwith the data qualitatively for greater baryoni ross-setion �b and (or) forthe lower freeze-out temperature Tf:o:, exept the last point measured forthe highest ET bin.

Fig. 6. Same as Fig. 2 (exept ase (d), whih is not presented here) but forTf:o: = 100 MeV.Now the full (3+1)-dimensional hydrodynami evolution (in the formdesribed in Se. 2) and J=	 absorption in nulear matter will be takeninto aount and results are depited in Figs. 7, 8. To draw also S�U datatogether with Pb�Pb ones, instead of multiplying Nh:g: by Nn:m:, Nexp isdivided by Nn:m:, i.e. �the experimental J=	 hadron gas survival fator� isde�ned as ~Nexp = exp ��J= N�0L	 Nexp ; (15)and values of this fator are drawn in Figs. 7, 8 as the experimental data. Thequantity r0 is a parameter from the expression for a nuleus radius RA =r0A 13 . The value of RA is used to �x the initial position of the rarefationwave in the evaluation of htesi in (7). It has turned out that the ase ofn0B = 0:05 fm�3 does not di�er substantially from that of n0B = 0:25 fm�3,so urves for n0B = 0:05 fm�3 are not depited in Figs. 7, 8.
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Fig. 7. J=	 suppression in the longitudinally and transversely expanding hadrongas for the Woods�Saxon nulear matter density distribution and �b = 4 mb,�m = 2:66 mb and Tf:o: = 140 MeV. The urves orrespond to n0B = 0:25 fm�3,s = 0:45, r0 = 1:2 fm (solid), n0B = 0:65 fm�3, s = 0:46, r0 = 1:2 fm (dashed)and n0B = 0:25 fm�3, s = 0:45, r0 = 1:12 fm (short-dashed). The blak squaresrepresent the NA38 S�U data [34℄, the blak triangles represent the 1996 NA50Pb�Pb data, the white squares the 1996 analysis with minimum bias and the blakpoints the 1998 analysis with minimum bias [3℄, but the data are �leaned out� fromthe ontribution of J=	 sattering in the nulear matter in aordane with (15).Having ompared Figs. 7, 8 with Figs. 5, 6, one an see that addingthe transverse expansion hanges the �nal (theoretial) pattern of J=	 sup-pression qualitatively. Now the urves for the ase inluding the transverseexpansion are not onvex, in opposite to the ase with the longitudinal ex-pansion only, where the urves are. As far as the pattern of suppression isonerned, theoretial urves do not fall steep enough at high "0 to overthe data area. But for some hoie of parameters, namely for �b somewherebetween 4 and 5 mb and for r0 = 1:12 fm, a quite satisfatory urve ouldhave been obtained. Preisely, again only the highest ET bin point fallsdown of the range of theoretial estimates ompletely. But the error barof this point is very wide. And also the ontradition in positions of thelast three points of the 1998 data an be seen. This means that the highET region should be measured one more with the better auray to statede�nitely whether the abrupt fall of the experimental survival fator takesplae there or not.
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Fig. 8. Same as Fig. 7 but for �b = 5 mb and �m = 3:33 mb.To support the onlusion, main results from Figs. 7, 8 are presented inFig. 9 again. The original data [3℄ for B���PbPbJ= =�PbPbDY and J=	 survivalfators given by (13) multiplied by B���ppJ= =�ppDY and now as funtions ofET are depited there (for details see [1℄). As it has been already mentioned,the main disagreement with the data appears in the last experimental pointof the 1998 analysis.The harmonium-baryon inelasti ross-setion is the most ruial pa-rameter in the model presented. So to be sure what is the exat resultof J=	 absorption, one should know how this ross-setion behaves in thehot hadron environment. The newest estimations of � + J=	 , �+ J=	 andJ=	 +N ross-setions at high invariant ollision energies [36, 37℄ give val-ues of �b and �m of the same order as assumed here. Also it should bestressed that the harmonium-hadron inelasti ross-setions are onsideredas onstant quantities in the model presented. But, as the results of justmentioned papers suggest, they are not onstant at all. The ross-setionsare growing funtions of the invariant ollision energy ps. Therefore, oneould think naively that the inrease of "0 (or in other words ET) auses theinrease of the invariant ollision energy ps on the average and further theinrease of the harmonium-hadron inelasti ross-setions. In this way, theline desribing J=	 survival fator ould be plaed lose to the solid urve ofFig. 9 for low "0 (ET), and then, as the harmonium-hadron inelasti ross-setions inrease, this line would go loser to the dashed urve of Fig. 9 forhigh "0 (ET). So, the experimental pattern of J=	 suppression ould bereovered.
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Fig. 9. J=	 survival fator times B���ppJ= =�ppDY in the longitudinally and trans-versely expanding hadron gas for the Woods�Saxon nulear matter density distri-bution and n0B = 0:25 fm�3, Tf:o: = 140 MeV, s = 0:45 and r0 = 1:2 fm. Theurves orrespond to �b = 4 mb (solid) and �b = 5 mb (dashed). The blak tri-angles represent the 1996 NA50 Pb�Pb data, the white squares the 1996 analysiswith minimum bias and the blak points the 1998 analysis with minimum bias [3℄.8. The suppression in the hadron matter desribed by theexluded volume gas modelAs a last remark an extension to the point-like gas model will be dis-ussed. The rough estimation of J=	 suppression in the framework of theexluded volume gas model [19℄ will be presented now. The estimation donesuggests that J=	 suppression is muh lower in the gas of partiles withhard ore radii than in the point-like one. There are two main reasons forsuh behavior:1. the freeze-out time resulting from the longitudinal expansion only, ismuh shorter for the exluded volume gas than for the point-like one,namely for n0B = 0:25 fm�3, Tf:o: = 140 MeV and "0 = 3:5 GeV/fm3one obtains tex:v:f:o: ' 9:4 fm and tp.-l.f:o: ' 15:1 fm (�ex.v.� means �exludedvolume� and �p.-l.� �point-like�);2. the initial partile density is muh lower for the exluded volume gasthan for the point-like one, that is nex:v:0 =0:8 fm�3 and np.-l.0 =2:6 fm�3.



1598 D. ProrokTo estimate how these two fats in�uene J=	 survival fator the veryrough approximation to (7) is explored. If the transverse expansion, partilemasses and thresholds are negleted, then (7) takes the following very simpleform: Nh:g: = exp���n0t0 ln tf:o:t0 � ; (16)where � means one ommon ross-setion for all partiles. So, for valuesof tp.-l.f:o: , tex:v:f:o: and np.-l.0 , nex:v:0 given above and for � = �m = 3:33 mb oneobtains: N p.-l.h:g: ' 0:1 ; N ex:v:h:g: ' 0:6 : (17)For omparison Nexp = 0:1�0.2 there. Therefore, J=	 survival fatorevaluated for the exluded volume gas model is far above experimentallyallowed values. This means that J=	 suppression in a hadron gas is verymuh model dependent. 9. ConlusionsTo sum up and to stress how vague the idea of J=	 suppression asa signal of QGP is, the author would like to all reader's attention to Fig. 5of [38℄. The solid and dotted urves in that �gure are exatly the sameas urves just presented in Fig. 9. But the distortion in the QGP is themain reason for J=	 suppression in [38℄! It is also stated there, that resultsshown �provide evidene for the prodution of the quark�gluon plasma inentral high-energy Pb�Pb ollisions�. So, one ould say as well that theNA50 Pb�Pb data provides evidene for the prodution of the thermalizedand on�ned hadron gas in the entral rapidity region of a Pb�Pb ollision.But estimations done in Se. 8 have just shown that it ould not be true.Therefore, the �nal onlusion is the following: J=	 suppression is nota good signal for the quark�gluon plasma appearane at a entral heavy-ionollision.This work was partially supported by the Polish State Committee forSienti� Researh (KBN) ontrat no. 2 P03B 030 18.
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